
About Us
A new universe of unique local experiences awaits you at the Heeton 
property, where you escape the everyday. Experience a unique and 
vibrant hotel concept that will leave you feeling inspired.

Pattaya boutique hotel that demands attention with its bold and 
contemporary design. We welcome guests to experience the hotel’s 
contemporary resort style facilities location in Pattaya.

This upper scale hotel offers the best Boutique Accommodation in 
Pattaya. With 72 accommodation rooms.

A selection of Deluxe Rooms, Baraquda Suites and Grand Baraquda 
Suites, With a spectacular outdoor swimming pool oasis, see for 
yourself why the hotel Baraquda Pattaya offers the best Boutique 
Accommodation in Pattaya.

Accomodations

Deluxe King Bed  37 sqm.     38 rooms

Deluxe Twin Bed  37 sqm.     22 rooms

Braquda Suite   75 sqm.      8 rooms

Grand Baraquda Suite 85 sqm.         4 rooms



SEA Restaurant
Welcome to SEA Restaurant, where the vibrant flavors of South East Asia come to life on
your plate. Each dish tells a story of tradition and innovation. Whether you're a seasoned 
explorer of South East Asian cuisine or new to its enchanting tastes.

Swimming Pool
A freeform Baraquda-shaped swimming pool is a 
captivating aquatic oasis that seamlessly blends
modern design with natural aesthetics, characterized
by elegant curves and gentle angles, exudes a
sense of sophistication and artistic beauty. 

The freeform layout allows for a more organic and 
relaxed swimming experience, as it mimics the 
contours of nature.

With its gracefully flowing lines, creates a harmonious
fusion between the architectural environment and 
the surrounding landscape.

The gentle curves invite swimmers to enjoy a tranquil
and inviting atmosphere, perfect for unwinding, 
entertaining, or simply basking in the sun's warm 
embrace. The pool's design evokes a feeling of 
serenity, offering a haven of relaxation where the 
water's surface seems to merge seamlessly with 
the horizon.

Meeting Rooms

WHITE LOUNGE

Size (sqm.)        132

Banquet           30

Cocktail           30

U-Shape          20

Classroom          20

Theatre           30

Size (sqm.)        166

Banquet           50

Cocktail           70

U-Shape          30

Classroom          50

Theatre           70

BARAQUDA LOUNGE


